Ethics have received increased attention from the media and acadernia in recent years. Most reports suggest that one form of unethical conduct-plagiarism-is on the rise in the business schools. Stereotypes of Asian students as being more prone to plagiarize are frequently found in the literature, though not concretely substantiated. This study used a behavioral criterion to examine the relationships among ethnicity, acculturation, and plagiarism in a sample of 158 undergraduate and graduate students.
Introduction
Given the growing media attention business ethics have received in recent years, a substantial push towards incorporating ethics courses and standards intc the business education curriculum has occurred internationally. More specifically, the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) has included a requirement for business schools to include ethics components (if not courses) in curriculum to attain or receive continuing accreditation frcm this certifying body (Griffith 2006) . LAJhile the question as to whether ethics can be learned at the undergraduate or the graduate level of education has yet to be answered, ethics classes have become standard i n business schools.
Academic dishonesty comes in different forms, including providing another individual with answers to a test, providing copies of past exams and assignments to current students, or looking over another student's shoulder during a test to copy an answer. Plagiarism is a form of unethical behavior familiar to educators, administrators, and students that seems rampant in academia today. The Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary (2006) has defined plagiarism as follows: "to commit literary theft: present as new and original an idea or product derived from an existing source." I n the global arena, we find that ethics have an even greater relevance in both education and industry. Students, professors, and managers struggle to reconcile cultural differences and understand why they occur. I n this study, we examine the relationships between ethnicity, acculturation, and plagiarism among university students. Our goal is to determine whether there are differences in the amount of plagiarism across ethnic groups and whether students' acculturation to western educational cultural norms affects their behavior. This study improves on prior research regarding plagiarism that has been based on self-report data by using a strong criterion variable -actual plagiarism by students. This study has implications for professors and those interacting with different et.hnic groups and seeks to modify their behavior to create uniform codes of ethics, as well as programs that prepare students for study overseas.
Literature Rev~ew

Causes of Plagiarism
Prior researchers (Council of Writjng Program Administrators, 2003 ; Whitley 1 998) have identified many potential reasons for plagiarizing. For example, students may not be confident of their writing skills, they may lack sufficient time to execute assignments, they may have a positive attitude towards cheating, they might anticipate rewards from success, or they may be ignorant of how to properly cite others' work. The cost of plagiarism is high because it turns professors into policing agents, ultimately costing time and effort that does not benefit the learning environment and rnisrepresents abusers' personal abilities (Hannabuss 2001) . Research has suggested that while students understand that cheating is unethical and are exposed to the consequences of cheating i n their .academic careers, most acknowledge cheating at some point while in school (Davis et al. 1992 ).
While academics from several disciplines (e.g., education, business, and psychology) have explored the rationale behind the broader problem of academic cheating, less research has been conducted on plagiarism specifically. Previous studies have identified demographic and individual differences, as well as some situational factors that are related to academic cheating ( C r o \~n and Spiller 1998) . However, most studies have used self-reported measures of cheating, which limits the viability of data because of the social desirability associated with self-report criterion variabies (Lawson 2004; Martin, Rao, and Sloan 2009) . When considering the viability of research on ethics and dishonesty, the social desirability bias is a serious concern. While the broader construct of cheating covers plagiarism, in the current study we are examining solely plagiarism and not making any inferences about cheating besides plagiarism.
Ethnicity, Culture, and Plagiarism Attitudes
The globalization of education has increased the diversity of the stc~dent population in terms of ethnicities and cultures. For example, in 2005 over 5.5 million foreign students enrolled in American universities, most of them from Asia (Open Doors 2005) . Student diversity may be reflected in students' behavior and beliefs, group identification, educational expectations, and studying styles. While many complex and culturally related influences may impact plagiarism, the current study focuses on the impact of students' ethnicity and level of acculturation on actual (as opposed to self-reported) plagiarism, thus eliminating the social desirab~lity bias that has hampered previous self report research.
Culture and Plagiarism
I n Western cultures, the behaviors discussed in the previous section may be viewed as cheating, but may not in some other cultures. I n a study by Chapman and Lupton (2004) , university business students attending schools in their native lands were found to have significantly different per-ceptions of academic dishonesty, with United States students having a significantly (self-reported) greater likelihood of participating in some form of cheating. One point of commonality across cultc~res was the sit-nilarity in indiv~duals viewing themselves as being less likely to cheat compared to their fellow students (Chapman and Lupton 2004) . These findings are c~nsistent with results from a sample of individual managers employed at companies in their home countries who were part-time or past attendees of post-graduate management programs (Jackson 2001) . Across all 10 national groups, sampled managers saw others as being less ethical than themselves (Jackson 2001) .
The issue of plagiarism also has received attention in Australia and New Zealand. Pickering and Hornby (2005) surveyed freshmen Chinese and New Zealand students regarding their perceptions of the seriousness of plagiarism across six different scenarios. Chinese students perceived four of the scenarios as significantly less problematic than the New Zealand students. I n another study, Introna et al. (2003) found attitudinal differences between Chinese and British students. Chinese students were less prone t o see writing a paper for another student as a "somewhat or very serious" offense. Chinese students were also less likely to perceive plagiarizing from the Internet as a "somewhat or very serious" offense. Importantly, Introna et al. (2003) introduced several other factors that contribute to plagiarism behavior, specifically the financial pressure to succeed, a sense of alienation (s'ee also Whitley 1998) , and perceptions of the moral significance of plagiarism. Marshall and Garry (2006) also found significant differences in understanding and participating in plagiarism between native English and non-native English speaking students in a New Zealand sample. The above studies reflect the need to perform criterion-related research to avoid the bias associated with self-evaluation, Several studies have attempted to decipher the link between unethical behaviors and culture, using some of Hofstede's (1992) cultural dimensions of individualism and collectivism and the degree of uncertainty avoidance (UI). Some of this research has supported the assumption that people who score higher on UI are more likely to cheat. Several studies have compared students in the United States with Hong Kong (Chapman and Lupton 2004) and the United Kingdom (Salter, Guffey, and McMillan 2001) . The United States culture represents low uncertainty avoidance and high individualism, Hong Kong has a high uncertainty avoidance and high collectivism culture, while the United Kingdom represents high individualism with relatively lower uncertainty avoidance than in the United States. I n both comparative studies, United States students were found to have a greater tendency to cheat than students in Hong Kong or the United Kingdom, negating the assumption that high UI .would lead to more plagiarism.
I n a lively discussion of the impact of culture and multhingual students in higher education, Sowden (2005) and Liu (2005) debated the impact of national origin, ethnicity, culture, and acculturation. First, both researchers (and Ha 2006) acknowledged a stereotype of Asian students being prone to plagiarize due to educational and cultural expectations. Sowden described an ,4sian educational perspective in which students copied "experts" because exact reproduction of expert knowledge was expected, as opposed to rnaking a unique contribution through a consideration of' the topics presented. Importantly, Sowden considered the multhingual students as responding to their host culture based on thenown cultural educational expectations and offered a typology that described three specific groups of students: (1) those that maintained identification with their heritage culture, (2) those who embraced both their heritage culture and the host culture, and (3) those who identified strongly with the host culture.
Sowden argued that students in the first group (ire., those with strong heritage identification) would tend to be resistant to educational change and more prone to plagiarize based on cultural norms. He also argued that students in the third group (i.e., those with strong identification with the host culture) would adapt to the new educational environment and be less prone to plagiarize. Accordingly, he presented the normal response of universities in the case of plagiarism to encourage students to assimilate to the cultural educational norms of their respective institutions.
Liu (2005) coljntered that Sowden's arguments were based on inaccurate information provided by English as a Second Language students (ESL) who had been found p1agiari:zing. Liu also addressed the long historical recognition of the corlcept of plagiarism as being negative in Chinese literature. He examined six Chinese composition texts that described plagiarism as being uriacceptable and spoke to the problematic overgeneralization in Sowden's arguments, specifically regarding the impact of memorization techniques and uncritical acceptance of authorities' perspectives.
Importantly, Liu referred to the difficulty in understanding why students actually plagiarize. He contended that parsing out English language ability, cultural education background, and acculturation may be too difficult to form a basis for beneficial pedagogical contributions. I n a response to both Sowden and Liu, Ha (2006) also considered some of the impact of educational practices construed as "normal" in one culture and "plagiarism" in another. For example, Vietnamese universities offer students the opportunity to present full bibliographies without textual references, where as this would be considered plagiarism in the Un~ted Kingdom or the United States.
Other Issues come into play for international students. One significant Issue addressed by Sowden (2005) and Liu (2005) is the impact of different education models on behavior. For example, the Chinese educational system exemplifies Confucian culture, in which students are expected to respect authorities, and the student-teacher relationship is hierarchical. Holmes' (20041) study summarized this educational style as "conserving and surfaced" learning, valuing tradition and authority more than originality, as opposed to the western Socratic style of "extended and deep" learning. Accustomed to their previous education experiences, many international students may lack the skills to adjust to a different system, in which coursework assessments are weighted more than memorizing.-style exams, and uitical thinking is important and valued. A second, related issue is the cultural difference in perceptions of what is and what 1s not academic dishonesty raised by a closer examination of international education models. Hayes and Introna (2005) studied and compared Chinese, Indian, Malaysian, Greek, and British students' perspectives on plagiarism and academic cheating while they were studying in the United Kingdom. British students sometimes unintentionally plagiarized because they had lost track of references under deadlines and pressure, but they were clear on what constituted plagiarism. Students across cultures were not clear about how much copying was acceptable, and whether "patchwriting" (borrowing from a multitude of written resources and rewriting) was plagiarizing. Many believed copying a few sentences word for word was not cheating or was too trivial to count. As previously noted, for both native and nonnative speakers, language proficiency played a role in plagiarism. The study has found that "plagiarism is not a simple matter of cheating, but an outcome of many complex and diverse reasons" (Hayes and Introna 2005) . The authors also concluded that international student:^ plagiarized because they (1) were alienated by the testing system, (2) lacked training and skills to form their own opinions and relied on or respected the authorities on the topic, (3) had mismatched skills from different educational systems (textbook-based approaches and recall-type exams), and (4) had issues with language, as well as family and financial pressures to do well in school.
Holmes (2004) found that Chinese students are prone to plagiarism because of their cultural beliefs, previous educational culture, and difficulty with English. Robinson a r~d Kuin (1999) also found that Chinese students in foreign universities, as well as those at Chinese institutions, plagiarize for such reasons as having a misconception of plagiarism and/or experiencing pressure to succeed academically. Earrett and Cox (2005) found that European students plagiarize because of being unclear on the concept of plagiarism and having a lack of reinforcement from universities. Their research supported the aforementioned correlation between plagiarism and such factors as personal characteristics, culture, intrinsic motivation, and universities' reinforcement policy.
While research on the impact of culture on academic cheating has been limited, the findings have been generally consistent, which led us to conduct criterion-oriented research.
Our review of the above literature led to our hypotheses that: Hypothesis 1. Students will plagiarize on assignments irrespective of their ethnicity.
Hypothesis 2. Students from Asian cultures will plagiarize more than their American peers.
Acculturation and Plagiarism
Acculturation plays an important role in an individuals' group identity and has an impact on their behavior. There are numerous models of acculturation. Redfield, Linton, and Herskovits ( 1 93 6) denned acculturation as "those phenomena which result when groups of individuals having different cultures come into continuous first-hand contact, with subsequent changes in the original culture patterns of either or both groups." Berry et al. (1989) proposed a model to describe the ways individuals relate to the dominant culture. They identify four acculturation strategies of assimilation, separation, integration, and marginalization as follows: Assimilation, which is when individuals adhere to the other culture's values; Separation, in which individuals adhere to their own cultural values .and reject the other culture's norms; Integration, which is the acceptance of both sets of cultural norms to a greater degree; and Marginalization, which is the rejection of both sets of cultural norms.
I n this study, we use a bidimensional model of acculturation that examines whether the individuals adhered t o their native "heritage" culture or adapted to the (Northern American) mainstream, as measured by the Vancouver Index of Acculturation (VIA). The VIA (Ryder, Alden, and Paulhus 2000) is a brief instrument (20 questions) designed to expose two independent dimensions of acculturation corresponding to old and new culture identification, each displaying distinct patterns of non-inverse correlations with personality, self-identity, and psychosocial adjustment. Referencing the earlier discussion by Sowden (2005) on identification with heritage and host cultures, we offer the following hypotheses.
Hypothesis 3. The stronger the Asian students identification with their parent (heritage) culture, the greater their tendency to plagiarize more. h t t n l l c~n r r h n r n n n~c t r n m nrnvv ritvi~ edi1ldncnrintview/85725 I? 177accnuntid=l230 5/2/20 12 Ethnicity, Acculturation, and Plagiarism: A Criterion Study of Unethical Academic Cond ... Page 5 of 1 I * 3a. Length of stay in the United States for Asian students will be inversely related to heritage identification. * 3b. Differences will be found between plagiarism and non-plagiarism groups, with those strongly identifying with heritage cultures plagiarizing significantly more than others.
Methods
Participants
Participants' ages ranged from 2 1 t o 50-plus, the majority being between 2 1 and 25 (70%). Approximately 58 percent of the students were female and about 42 percent were male. The majority were undergraduate students (79%). Students from a range of ethnicities responded, Asian and Caucasian students being the largest groups in the sample, with the entire sample belng business students (undergraduate or MBA students). Each participant provided one research paper for class credit that was evaluated for plagiarism using Tumitin. Participation was voluntary and the instruments were administered via an online survey package at three different points during the quarter t o ensure that students did not suffer fatigue. Descriptive statistics are also presented for the plagiarism variable (i.e., did or did not plagiarize). After carefully screening the research papers, 6 1 percent of students were found to have plagiarized (at the aforementioned 3% cut). Sample statistics and percentages of plagiarism committed by students with various demographic characteristics are provided in Table 1 .
Instruments
Acculturation. The Vancouver Index of Acculturation (VIA) (Ryder, Alden, and Paulhus 2000) is an instrument (20 questions) designed to provide independent measures of identification with mainstream and with heritage cultures in order to determine the level of overall ethnic identity. The bidimensional measure exposes two independent dimensions of acculturation corresponding to old and new culture identification, which display distinct patterns of non-inverse correlations with personality, self-identity, and psychosocial adjustment. The two scales in the VIA yielded acceptable Cronbach's alphas of -79 for the heritage scale and .75 for the mainstream scale (#=158). Demographic variables. Students provided the following personal information: ethnicity, gender, and length of time in the United States.
Plagiarism. Turnitin.com is an online plagiarism evaluation system provided to faculty t o prevent students from attempting to pass others' work off as their own. Student papers that are uploaded into the system are evaluated by comparing the text to an internal database consisting of student papers previously submitted in any university using Turnitin, the ProQuest database of academic journals, and content available on the Internet. Within a few minutes, the system provides originality reports giving the percentage of words matched in the above, along with where the materials had been found. Approximately 40,000 student papers per day are turned in by students to this commercial site, and Turnitin has claimed that 30 percent of them contain plagiarism (Turnitin, 2006) . We manually screened the papers to ensure that the system excluded quotations, references, and other bibliographic materials when assessing whether they contained plagiarism.
Based on a thorough review of the Tumitin software's capabilities for detecting plagiarism, we conservatively identified our cut-off point for defining the presence of plagiarism as 3 percent of the text in the paper having been plagiarized (see below).
Procedures
The first class meeting of each quarter in which the study was conducted was spent reviewing class expectations and university guidelines regarding plagiarism. Studenl:~ were advised that plagiarism would not be tolerated, and when recognized, it would result in a failing grade for the course, being reported to the university administration, as well as potentially being expelled from the university. The syllabi for the classes also contained this information regarding plagiarism.
Students uploaded their papers to the Turnitin system. Based on our previous discussion of the system, we indiv~dually removed all c~ted, quoted, and bibliographic references and checked for potential errors in Turnitin's categorization of cheating behavior. One research paper (the first paper given in the quarter) for each student was used to establish student plagiarism. The paper itself asked students to describe the differences between affirmative action and diversity concepts. Credit was given based on participation (not on proportion or existence of plagiarism, which prevented a ma,jority of the class from failing -see below). We individually removed all cited, quoted, and bibliographic references, as well as check for potential errors in categorizing cheating behavior by Tumitin (2006) . Based on a thorough review of the Turnitin software's capabilities in detecting plagiarism, and that the average length of the paper being two single spaced pages with 12 font Times New Roman (the assignment length), we conservatively identified our cut-off point for the presence of plagiarism at 3 percent of the paper being plagiarized (or about 30 words in a row). Each student could submit only one research paper for review. Again, per Ethnicity, Acculturation, and Plaglansm: A C'rlter~on s t u a y or unttlnlca! ~c . i i u c~t l~ L .~~,~. . . U5b , , suggestions of the Turnitin manual, we removed all cited, quoted, and bibliographic references from the calculation of the originality score. Student confidentiality was maintained by the removal of all identification (names and student identification numbers) after the plagiarism data had been linked t o the survey data.
Results
We found substantial support for Hypothesis 1, that students would plagiarize irrespective of ethnic culture. Approximately 6 1 percent of our population plagiarized (TV-I 1 8), while approximately 1 5 percent (N=29) did not. These results are important because they suggest that the current overreliance on self-reported measures of plagiarism are flawed due to self-bias and social desirability, with a significant underestimation of plagiarism.
Descriptive statistics for the VIA scales and the Originality reports (percentage of the paper actually plagiarized) as well as years in the United States for both of our target populations are provided in Table  2 . Given the fact that the Turnitin Originality reports are bounded by zero and defined as ratios, we confirmed skewedness. As such, we performed a log transformation on the originality reports. The originality variable ranged from zero to 65 percent, with a standard 'deviation of 12.23.
To establish the relationships between the two dimensions of acculturation -heritage and mainstream identification -and plagiarism behavior, we ran bivariate correlation:,. Given our focus on Asian and White students, we ran separate correlations for the two groups (see Table 3 ).
Hypothesis 2 was not substantiated. The implicit hypothesis that Asian students plag~arize more than other students is that ethnic identity is used as faculty as a proxy for individual learning strategies and subsequent behavior.
Significant correlations between the log-transformed originality and heritage identity (.44) suggest that Asian students with higher scores on the heritage identity scale of the VIA had larger proportions of plagiarism in their assignment. No significant correlations were found between either heritage o r mainstream orientations and the log-transformed originality score for White students. These findings support Hypothesis 3 and offer insights into the mediating impact of acculturation on plagiarism behavior. Hypothesis 3a was supported by the negative correlation (-.27) b e t \~e e n length of stay in the United States and heritage identification in Asian students. The result seems to support one aspect of the general theory of acculturation, indicatjng that the longer jndividuals remain in a culture, the greater the changes that occur in their cultural identification.
To further support an interpretation that the relationship reflecting the support of hypothesis 3a was in fact the result of acculturation (identification with heritage culture) and not the amount of time spent in the United States, correlations partialling out the number of years that participants had lived in the United States were run. The results offer further support of hypothesis 3a with significant relationships established between the amount plagiarized and heritage identification when partialling out years spent in the United States (see Table 4 j .
Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used to test hypothess 3b, with individual level of acculturation (Heritage and Mainstream identification) serving as the dependent variables and both plagiarism group (dichotomous did or did not) and ethnicity (Asian or White) serving as the fixed factors for the MANOVA.
Using Wilks' criterion, we found a moderate (Plagiarism partial ?2=. 1 1 ) association between the dependent variables and the main effect. Table 5 provides a summ8ary of the significant Muitivariate Wilks' Lambda test.
To identify significant main effects and interactions using the MANCIVA, the results of the MANOVA between-subjects effects tests were analyzed further (see Table 5 ). Significant interactions were found between the plagiarism and nonplagiarism and Asian and White groups for the Heritage scale, but not the mainstream scale. Thus, the results of the Heritage scale suggested a confirmation of Hypotheses 3b, which stated that students identifying with their heritage culture would plagiarize more often. (The tests of betweensubjects effects in Table 6 and mean differences in Table 7 offer significance and directionality between the groups). We discuss the ramifications and possible cultural divides among managers, employees, faculty, administration, and students regarding plagiarism in the discussion section.
Discussion
This study sought to validate and extend previous research on students' cheating behavior. An important contr~bution of our research is that we used a valid criterion variablle, actual plagiarism by students, instead of self-reported plagiarism when examining plagiarism's relationship to ethnicity and acculturation. A constant stream of research has shown that students report plagiarizing, but these reports and stat~stics are colored by self-report bias. By using samples of student work tracked by a program like Turnitin, we provide more objective support for the plaqiarism phenomenon by finding that 6 1 percent of students plagiarized from documented sources.
We further sought to determine who plagiarized and explored the relationships among ethnicity, acculturation, and plagiarism. Commonly held faculty stereotypes, qualitative discussions amongst experts (Ha 2006; Liu 2005; Sowden 2005) , and some research on cultural attitudes t o plagiarism (Introna et al. 2003) have supported the belief that Asian students plagiarize more than others because of their home cultural educational norms and poorer English language skills. I n this study measuring actual behavicr, we find that Asians do not plagiarize more than other students, thus, disconfirming the stereotype.
Acculturation, rather than mere ethnicity, is more strongly associatetl with plagiarism. The more students identify with their heritage culture, the more they plagiarize, validati~ig Sowden's (2005) argument that acculturation, rather than ethnicity, is a stronger predictor of plagiarism. Prior research gives us some indications as t o why this phenomenon occurs. Whitley (1998) included both alienation and learning orientation as predictors of students' attitudes towards cheating and perceptions of norms that ~m p a c t their intention to cheat. Hence, students who are not acculturated are potentially more alienated and also have a less accurate perception of local norms (Hayes and Introna 2005) . Again, this study provides empirical support t o formerly theoretical arguments linking acculturation and plagiarism and suggests that racial identity is a poor proxy for individual differences and psychological characteristics.
Implications
These findings raise further questions and have implications for both students and faculty in management education.
Student Education
Given that we now have tools such as Tumitin to track it, a student's ability to successfully plagiarize is reduced. Applying Whitley's (1998) framework, in which the ability to cheat and the risk of detection determine the student's willingness to cheat, providing specific feedback t o the students through their originality reports on Tumitin will reduce student plagiarism (Martin :2005) . Applying more basic frameworks of motivation, we know that specific, directed feedback lias a strong impact on behavior (Moss and Sanchez 2004) . When students see their work marked up with clear identification of specific content that has been plagiarized and the percentage of work plagiarized, we believe that it will deter plagiarism.
We also recommend that students, especially international students, be provided training on library research and searching electronic databases. Baron and Strout-Dapez (2001) surveyed 123 United States universities and concluded that adjusting to a new educational and library system was one of the three main challenges faced by international students, along with general cultural adjustment and communications. By providing clear training, both local and foreign students can develop the necessary skills to conduct appropriate library research. For foreign students in particular, such training will increase their understanding of mainstream cultural norms and facilitate cross-cultural adjustment and acculturation. Foreign students are placed in a stressful, often hostile environment that challenges their core educational expectations, and they are expected to transform themselves without being given the tools to adapt to their new culture (Handa and Power 2005) . As such, they may rely on counterproductive educational tactics that are accepted by their heritage culture. Some students do not understand some or all aspects of plagiarism because little time is spent discussing this topic, and definitions are lacking or are not actively presented. Handa and Power (2005) described this as being required t o play a new game without knowing the rules. One suggested approach to dealing with plagiarism is to demonstrate the "game" by showing students the actual impact of "patchwork" and other plagiarism tactics to ensure they see a clear relationship between their actions and academic punishments. This training could be analogous to expatriate training, where differences in systems and behavior are linked t o cultural norms that differ between nations, and students are given hands-on library workshops in avoiding plagiarism (Baron and Strout-Drapaz 2001) . With an understanding of differences between learning systems, differing success criteria in the systems, and opportunities to both practice and compare/contrast the systems, international students will be better able to follow the norrns of their host culture. This kind of practical training is essential because international students contribute financially to educational institutions and often become part of the host nations' skilled labor ipool (Open Doors 2005) .
Faculty Education
Our findings lead to suggestions regarding faculty education on stereotypes, as well as identifying and resolving plagiarism. Despite research evidence to the contrary (Ha 2006; Peppas 2002) , the stereotype httn.llc~arrh nrnm~pct rnm nrnw r i t v~~ ~dl1ldnrnrintvi~w/85775 17 17?nccnl1ntid=l '??n persists that Asian students plagiarize more often than their mainstream American peers. Our study categorically finds no difference in plagiarism rates based on ethnicity. We suggest that this kind of information be included in faculty orientation programs so that faculty can confront their own stereotypes. Given that Asians are a racially visible minority, cases of plagiarism by a few Asian students are potentially more salient than that by the majority. An understanding of their stereotypes and the research evidence t o the contrary will help faculty steer clear of bias wherein Asian students are often required to prove their integrity to faculty (Handa and Power 2005) . When we presented our findings at a premier management conference, we were surprised t o note that educators continued to give us examples of Asians plagiarizing, despite the statistical proof we provided to the contrary.
Faculty also need training on using tools that make it easier to track plagiarism, provide feedback, and disseminate university norms on plagiarism. We recommend that faculty orientation provide guidance on using Turnitin or similar programs and on providing student feedback. Faculty also must develop uniform norms based on the university guidelines so that students clearly understand what constitutes plagiarism and its consequences. I f one faculty member fails students for lifting a string of five words or more from a source without attribution (our university guideline), while another ignores it, students do n o t learn the ruies of ethical conduct, but resent faculty who enforce it. As Whitley (1998) noted, students cheat when they think they will succeed in doing so. By providing training on easier tracking methods and uniform guidelines, we will reduce their probability of success.
Conclusions, Limitations, and Suggestions for Further Research
I n sum, this study contributes to the literature on-the impactof acculturation and ethnic identity on plagiarism by using actual plagiarism to establish relationships previously linked through theory and selfreport measures. Importantly, the cheating literature has been previously defined to include a broad range of behavior such as copying test answers from other students, plagiarism, taking professors' academic materials, and sharing test results. A clear lack of criterion variables is evident in the academic cheating literature, emphasizing a continued need for new criterion .approaches in understanding cheating behavior. This study addressed the above limitations by strictly defining the cheating behavior (plagiarism) and providing a strong criterion variable, Turnitin, that is not susceptible to self-report bias. The study examined ethnic cultural differences found in previous research and stereotypes held by faculty to discover that there are no significant ethnic differences between Asian and White student groups engaging in plagiarism. However we do find that plagiarism decreases with lowered identification with heritage culture, indicating that as students identify more with the mainstream culture, they tend t o follow the rules of the culture by reducing their plagiarism.
While we had relatively small samples of the target populations, our significant results suggest that future research should establish the impact of culture and individual differences on plagiarism behavior. There are several critical reasons to continue this stream of research. First, this stream of research can be used to give us critical insights into unethical behavior, the ethic!; determination process, and subsequent translation into behavior. Second, by understanding p!agiarism behavior, we can give administrators and professors the tools they need to work with diverse student bodies t o ensure that ethical standards are clear and that students comply with these standards. Third, we can critically examine and differentiate plagiarism behavior from other types of unethical behavior that are often vaguely defined in the cheating literature. Professor Murphy is working on a book of autobiographical essays on teaching entitled The C a l c u l u s o f I n t i m a c y .
I wanted ro pray. A p a n o f me'would nor Icr myselfask H i m for help. I did i r ro mysclf. God undcrsrood my confusion. I rricd ro figure our why ir was happcning t o me, and how. Ir only happens ro weak grls, p r l s who have no self-conrrol, girls who are caughr u p wirh sociery's srandards-nor me. Bur was I onc o f rhem? Ir was happening to me, jusr like rhc cases I read abour in magazines.
T h i s is t h e first paragraph o f a n essay I received f r o m a y o u n g w o m a n p u r p o r r i n g ro describe h e r o w n cxperlence wirh anorexia nervosa. Before I h a d finlqherl readng one page, I suspecred i r was plagiarized. I cannor easily explain my hunch. Something canned about the writing, its confessional senriment cxacrly like the cases in the magazines. I ran a quick search through the Magazine Indm in the library and [hen through recent issues of Teen, McGll's, Glamour, and Madmielk. In a half-hour, I had six articles: "Anorexia Nearly k l l e d Me," "Starving Oneself t o Death," "Starving for Attention," "Two Teens," "My Sister and I," and "One Teen's Diet Nightmare." I did not accuse the studenr of plagarism o n rhe evidence of this search, but I decided t o talk with her before I would comnicnr o n or evaluare her paper. 1 guessed rhat in our ralk she would reveal rhar she had copied her essay or in some orher way falsified it. She d~d .
I am not inquiring here inro rhe causes of plagarism among studenrs nor describing how reachers ought ro respond to it. I am simply relling two srories in order t o convey something of its perversity.
Several years before I received the anorexia paper, a student submitted a brief analysis of James Joyce's "The Dead." As I was reading it, the paper tripped some wire in my mind. It seemed both accomplished and incompetent, full of discontinuities like those in the following two sentences:
The nhysicd movement of rhe main character, Gabriel Conroy, from a house in the wesrcrn parr of rhe ciry eastward ro a hotel ar rhe very ccnrer exprcsscs in sparial terms his commirmenr ro rhe ways and [he doom of his fellow Dubliners. His spiritual movemenr westward, in our imaginarive vision, symbolizes his supremeness of char d o o m rhrough recogniri,on of its meaning and acceprance of this r~urh of his inward narurc.
Much o f the first senrence here is sensible; the chara{ter7s physical movemenr expresses his commitmenr. It is also syntactically sophisticated. The grammarical subject, "movement," is sustained through five prepositional phrases before its meaning is completed by the verb "expresses." The verb itself is modified by a prepositional phrase ("in spatial rerms") that parallels and reiterates the adjective "physical." The second sentence, however, is nonsense. The grammatical kernel (movement symbolizes supremeness) is unintelligible. The pronoun sequence creates nothing but blur (his-our-his-that-its-this-his). One senrence, rhen, is substantial and coherenr. The next is gummed with vagueness. So stark is rhe contrast between the two that it was difficult for me t o imagine the same person writing both.
When I had assigned rhe paper, I explicirly restricted the use of secondary sources. I asked students t o select a short readng from the literature we had been studying and t o write an essay defining and explaining what rhey considered its central aestheric purpose. I asked rhem ro write abour rhe work only as ir presented itself ro rhem in rheir reading. They were not t o read o r refer to any critical or historical background discussions of it.
In spite of the assignment's restriction, however, parts of rhis student paper about Gabriel Conroy seemed ro me surely t o have been copied. I scanned several library collections of critical essays o n Joyce, browseci in longer works that made Anorexia: The Cheating Disorder 1 2 5 reference t o Ihrblims, and rhen, without having found anything but still persuaded the paper was plagiarized, asked the srudcnr t o come to my office ro ralk with me.
"Before I g v e you c r e d t for this paper," I said, "I need t o ask a couple of questions: Did you use any outside materials when you wrote rhis? Did you read any books o r articles about Joyce o r about this story?"
T o both of these questions he answered, "No," simply and firmly. Bur the look on his face was perplexed, and I realized once again how difficult it is to confronr plagiarism without proof, how important it is nor to accuse a student of cheating withour sufficienr cause. I hurried ro soften the impression rhar I thought he had cheated by saying that my reason for asking was the strange inconsistency in the paper between specific recounting o f rhe story line and absrracr discussion of thematic issues. I was crying t o understand the combination, I said, and I rhought chat perhaps he had looked at some outside sources which had influenced what he wrote. H e still looked puzzled, bur said, "No," again, and our brief conference ended.
Plagiarism irritates, like a thin wood s~l i n r e r in the edge ofone's rhumb. With anyTort o t reasonable ~erspective, I realize char one student3 possibly copylng part of one paper o n James Joyce is a small marter. In a typical semester, I teach 120 students and read perhaps 600 studenr papers. In a typical day, I have rwo classes to prepare and teach, committee meetings t o attend, conferences with individual students, rhe utility bill t o pay, a child to pick up from a Cub Scour meeting. But everything I touch rubs the sliver in my rhumb and sets its irritation pulsing. As much as I rry, I cannot ignore it. So when I happened to be sitting in a colleague's office, waiting for her to finish a phone call, my eye seized upon the book o f Joyce criticism o n her shelf. I had t o look. It took only a moment. T h e phrases of the student's jumbled sentences were everywhere. I borrowed the book, rook it back to my office, double-checked its lines with the lines of rhe paper, and then went again to rhe library.
I wanted to verify that our library collection contained the book and rhus chat it had actually been available t o the writer. It was checked our. "To whom?" I asked. The circulation clerk said rhar library policy prohibited his divulging chat information, but if I wished I could have the book recalled. I d d , and reconciled myself ro waiting several days for it t o arrive.
In order to make the srory complete, I have t o explain some of rhe mixture of my feeling during rhis episode. Though I should not have had rime ro play detective, I made room among all rhe duties o f my J~fe to pursue rhis student. I was thrilled by the chase. When I happened o n those senrenccs in my colleague's office, I was exhilarated. They promised the solution to a puzzle that had eluded me. They reinforced my sense of judgment and my sensc of self-sarisfac-[ion ar [he thought that, in a small way, I was preserving the inregriq of the university.
I was also dismayed, however, and angry at what I came to feel as the obliga-tion to play out this scene, a t my exhilaration, at the student's dstortion of our whole working relationship. When I thought about his voice, abour his poise in denying rhat he had used any ourside sources, I thought roo about the other 119 students and wondered what his cheating meant about them. When I went into class in the following days and watched their faces, I realized that I had lost some of my faith in them. For n o more reason than my experience with him, I found myself wondering what the rest of them had copied.
T h e recall notice came shortly afterward. I hurried to the library t o pick up the book. When I could not find the sentences I was looking for, I first imagined that I had inadverrenrly recalled the wrong b o o k Then I thought rhar perhaps rhis was a ctfferenr edrion. I walked away from the circulation desk flipping the pages and wondering-through the electronic gate at the library door, out through the foyer past the philodendrons in their huge pots, onto the columned porch-and rhen I saw it. T h e gap in the pagination, page 9 8 followed immedarely by page 113, and, in the fold o f the binding s o neatly done as to be almost invisible, the seven razor-bladed stumps.
H e still denied it, fin[ in my office, rhen in the Dean ofStudents'office, sitting wirh his legs crossed in an upholstered armchair ncxr to a whirring rape recorder. He began by denying thar he had even used the book, rhcn that he had damaged it in any way; he went so far as t o say rhar he had noticed the missing pages and reported them t o the library himself. H e hadn't wanted to be blamed, he said. What h n d of person d d we rhink he was, he asked, how did we suppose he had been brought up? H e was offended at the very thought o f i t But whcn I finally lefr rhe hearing room, he admitted to rhe Dean both thar he had copied and rhar he had cut our the pages he had used. Within the week he was suspended from the university.
! Nearly every year I encounter students w h o cheat in their writing. Their stories [ are d different, and all the same: they werc worried abour their school work, I rushed, unclear abour the assignment, afraid. My stories are dl dfferent, and all 1 the samc: an intuition, some feeling o n the surface o f the pagc, something about i the dye o f the ink rhat whispers this is counterfeit currency; the excitement of I judcial self-sarisfacrion, the slanderous suspicion rhat all students are cheating.
I Though particularly vivid, my experience wirh rhe Dubliners paper is likc all the others, obsessive and bilious. Like all the others, ir has nothing whatever to d o with what the job of teaching should be. "Did this really happen?" I asked my student when we met t o talk about her essay o n anorexia. She was already nodctng yes, when I thought that I shouldn't seem rude in my disbelief. "I mean," I said, trying t o make the edge of my question sharp, "I mean, did this happen the way you tell it here?" "Yes," she nodded again. "Why d o you ask?" "Well, 1 don't know exactly." I looked up from the papcr at her face, rhen back down to the typed page. "It's sort of vague in places, as i f . . . I don't know . . . as if you didn't remember whar happened in your own story.'' Now she was shaking her head. "I don't know whar you mean."
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She played the correct gambit-my move, force me to commit n~yseli. Bur L didn't want to move yer. I was aher proof, and I needed to go after it ~,lowly. This was a parody of a writing conference. I was asking her abour the derails o f her srory, trying t o appear helpful, as if I wcrc attempting to help her revise, whcn in fact L was trying to tease our the insincerity of her paper.
"I mean, I'm sort o f confused by your essay," I said. "In the parr hcre on pagc three where you say you ran t o the bathroom ro vomit-'I would run to the toilet to vomit, screaming the entire way' and 'The vomiting ceased after awhile3-whcn did rhar happen? Did rhar happcn before you went to the hospital or after?" "After." "And hcre whcre you say, o n page w o , that your fathcr stroked your hair and rubbed behind your ears, and then o n the ncxr page you say char your father was a monster w h o yelled at you and forced food down your throat constantly Are you talking abour what caused your anoreloa o r whar happened afterward?" She d d n ' t answer this quesrion ar all, just sat there loohng at me; so I tried a different tack.
Whar struck me as I read and reread her papcr werc the seams, the joints, whcre the parts wcrc pushed together with n o bondmg. Shc is lying in a hospird bed staring at the ceiling tiles. She is trying t o listen to the doctor talk to h e r She is ming and abusing a whole series of diet plans She is flipping through a magazine l o o h n g at the pictures of models. She is r k n g a laxative every nighr before she goes to b e d She is lisrening to her father tell her rhar she is going home.
The effect o n me was two-fold. I thought that the details she included werc completely credible: only a person who had lain in a hospital bed would think to mark off the ceiling tiles; only a girl whose fathcr actually rubbed behtnd her ears would rhink to mention that specific caress At rhe same rime, rhe v a y e and abrupt transitions between these highly individual derails seemed to me under. standable only if 1 assumed rhar she had copied thcm in fragments from r magazine memoir. My guess was thar she had taken thcm from an article rhar was roo long to copy in its entirety and so had included jusr selected pans in her essay.
"Did you write rhis?" I finally askcd unexpecredly. I did nor plan to say i r likc rhar, bur I couldn't seem t o approach the real point of my questions by jusr skirting the issue.
H e r face looked so blank that 1 immediarely switched to a different question "Is this srory really abour you?" She paused for a moment and rhcn askcd quietly, "What would happen i f i t weren't?" I rold her thar I could not accept such a papcr since the assignment was to write about a personal experience of her own. I told her, too, thar it would helpcrplun the vagueness 1 had been trying to point out to her: if she wrore rhe papcr abour someone else's experience, then she would be likely to leme gaps in rhc s r c v thar she couldn't fill.
"What grade would I ger o n it if it were about someone else?" she asked. To pin me down.
"I wouldn't grade ir ar all. I wouldn't g v e you any credir for d o i n g ir. Ir's nor the assignmenr." "OK," she said. "Ir's nor abour me. It's about a friend o f mine." My reacrion co rhis admission was cornplicared. I had 5een expecting it, in fact working toward it, trying t o get her t o tell m e where t h e paper had c o m e from.
I was glad finally ro have irs pretense uncovered bur &sa&oinred because I knew and my response ro it shock me. I rake for granted that y e are working togerher and thus am amazed each time at the unimagined distAhce between us. Bur even if I had expected the fakery o f t h e anorexia baper, I would nor have been prepared for whar happened. Even if I had remembered t h e pages sliced our of the book o f Joyce criricism and t h e self-righreous posturing o f rhar frightened student writer trying to elude me, I would not have anticipated t h e journal o f the woman w h o had told m e that her essay o n anorexia was n o t really about herself bur about her friend.
I gave her a zero o n rhe paper. S h e complered [he' resr o f rhe semesrer's assignmenrs, and at rhe end o f t h e term, as required, she rurned in a binder containing all her work for rhe course. As I was r e r e a d n g her finished essays and rhe background notes a n d drafts she had made while working o n them, I came upon the following enrries in her journal: takable. These were not descriprions o f a friend's experience. These were nor fragments copied frbm rhe pages o f a popular magazine. They were rhreacs of memory-a brorher's teasing, a farher's t o u c h . As closely as I can reconstruct ir, she and I met in cohference to discuss her essay qn anorexia nervosa March 12, eighteen days after i h e began writing it, thirry-three days after she had begun ro remember in her journal abour her feelings that led both to her sickness and ro her writing. 
did n o t mean for it t o c o m e t o this. F r o m t h e s e c o n d e d i t i o n o f Acting O u t C u l t u r e , e d i t e d by J a m e s S . Miller a n d p u b l i s h e d b y
of The n r n of the Screw-which, s h e says, has a n "anti-intellectual, cynical. N ANCY ABESHOUSE IS EXCITED ABOUT TEACHING HER ADVANCED Placement literature class a t Springbrook High School in Montgomery County, Maryland. These are h e r best s t u d e n t s , the class is rigorous enough to count for college credit, a n d t h e activity s h e h a s planned is one of the intellectual highlights of t h e year: She's h a d the class read Henry James's The Turn of the Screw. They've h a d to write a paper on whether the main character, the governess, really saw ghosts or was just imagining things.
But it turns out not to b e such a highlight. T h e discussion falls flat. Everyone in the class h a s t h e s a m e opinion-that J a m e s didn't believe in ghosts and was parodying sexually repressed Victorian society. And most of the papers include variations o n t h e s a m e sentence: "Unable to express her desires, s h e imagines t h a t s h e s e e s the ghosts of luckier souis who did express their desires." A f t x the students file out. Abeshouse is more t h a n suspicious. She goes to her computer, logs o n to t h e Internet, a n d types bits of t h e telltale sentence into the search engine Google. Up it comes o n SparkNotes.com, a hipper, online version of Cliffs Notes. "I w a n t e d t h e m to go through an intellectual exercise. And they just w a n t e d the answer." Abeshouse says later. "By our standards, it's cheating. By theirs, it's efficiency."
A teacher for 22 years, Abeshouse h a s battled t h e run-of-the-mill copiers and cheaters, a n d in recent years even t h e ones w h o merely change the typeface a n d turn in their friend's homework. Usually s h e gives students zeros or s e n d s t h e m to t h e principal's office for a lecture on plagia~ism. This time, since these s t u d e n t s a r e a m o n g the best, s h e w a n 3 to teach them a lesson S h e downloads t h e SparkNotes s u m m a r y and historical references to t h e era. S h e gives t h e m both to her students and hopes they notice t h e difference. Or care.
Lately, Abeshouse h a s become nearly obsessed with how easy the Internet m a k e s it for s t u d e n t s to cheat and get away with it. "I've just found a Web site t h a t posts International Baccalaureate-style essays. In different languages," s h e says, sadly triumphant. But w h a t she' may not realize is that t h e Turn of the Screw incident is just one skirmish in the ongoing cold war of high,-tech cheating. ''It's like a n arms race." says Joe Howley, a s t u d e n t in a n elite Montgomery County magnet program w h o says h e watched widespread cheating from the sidelines. "And.teachers are always playing catch!,up." Donald McCabe is t h e founding president of the Center for Academic lntegnty at Rutgers University, and his ,research shows that "academic integrity" is fast becoming a n oxymoron. And n o t just in colleges, where cheating is r a m p a n t , h e says.
McCabe is finding that cheating is starting younger-in elementary school, in fact. And by the time students hit middle and high school, cheating is, for many, like gym class and lunch
Cheating is, for many, Not m a n y do. In McCabe's 2001 survey of 4,500 high school s t udents from 25 high schools around t h e country. 74 percent said they h a d cheated a t least once o n a big test. Seventy-two percent reported serious cheating on a written work. And 97 percent reported at least o n e questionable activity, such a s copying s o m e o n e else's homework or peeking a t someone else's test. More t h a n one-third admitted to repetitive, serious cheating. And few appeared to feel s h a m e . "You do w h a t it takes to succeed in life," wrote o n e s t u d e n t . "Cheating is part of high school." said another. Fifteen percent h a d turned in a paper bought or copied from Internet sources. More than half said they had copied portions of a paper from the Web without citing the source. And 90 percent were indiscriminate copiers. plagiarizing from t h e Net, from books, magazines, even the old low-tech s t a n d a r d , the World Book encyclopedia.
"Students were certainly cheating before the Internet became available. Rut now it's easier. Quicker. More anonymous." McCabe says. "I c a n ' t tell you how many high school s t u d e n t s say they cheat because others do and it goes unpunished. Being h o n e s t disadvantages them."
Besides, most people get away with it. It's easy for students to stay a t least o n e step ahead of their teachers. W h e n teachers began noticing that students would copy from t h e Internet or from o n e another and simply change the typeface, students quickly moved on. They discovered the wonders of Microsoft Word's Autosummarize feature, which can take a n entire page and shorten it to highlight t h e key points.
They think "that we don't k n o w a s much about technology a s they do," says Carol Wansong, w h o just retired from teaching high school. "And, of course, we don't. They were born with it."
Even i f students are caught, t h e consequences can be negligible. A1 some colleges, students w h o plagiarize are expelled. But a high school student caught plagiarizing m a y just get a zero for that particular assignment. Often, h e or s h e will be given a chance to m a k e it u p for at least partial credit. And there's n o mention of it on the all-important transcript that gets s e n t to colleges. At Bardstown High School in Kentucky last year, 118 seniors were caught copying and pasting from the Internet. Sometimes entire s h o r t stories were lifted. The punishm e n t ? One essay on the evils of plagiarism. No National Honor Society memberships were pulled, a n d o n e of those caught cheating remained the class valedictorian.
Plagiarism-a derivative of t h e Latin word for kidnapping-literally m e a n s to steal someone else's words or credit for them. According to the rules of scholarship, if you borrow s o m e o n e else's words, you put t h e m in quotation marks. If you use s o m e o n e else's idea, you acknowledge it in your essay or in a footnote.
All this cheating raises a n uncomfortable question: Are successful, educated parents putting too m u c h pressure on their children in the belief that going to a n elite school buys entree into the good life a n d attending a lesser school will leave you a t a disadvantage?
~t Walt Whitman High School in Bet'hesda, Maryland, students answered t h e question for themselves after a low-tech cheating scandal-the student government president was caught with 150 answers tcr n fir?zi exam hidden in his baseball cap-raised the issue. A junior who wasn't involved in the scandal told the school newspaper that some parents "are under t h e impression t h a t if you don't do well and your grades aren't top, you'll be lying in a gutter somewhere for the rest of your life."
To Wansong, w h o taught rigorous International Baccalaureate classes, it's not just that parents p u t pressure o n their children to achieve, it's the attitude that the e n d justifies whatever m e a n s necessary. In the past, she says, s h e would find one or two s t u d e n t s plagiarizing their research project. But in recent years, with the advent of the Internet, it's been more like 1 2 or 14. "They showed n o remorse w h e n they were caught," s h e says. "I had students look m e right in the eye and say, '1 don't see what the big deal is.' And their parents didn't, either."
That attitude echoed loudly in Kansas last year. When teacher Christine Pelton failed more than two dozen students for plagiarizing from the Internet, their parents complained. The students were given credit for the work. And Pelton quit. (The superintendent w h o had told Pelton to restore t h e grades, however. recently resigned.)
One Washington area high school magnet program student who plagiarized multiple sources for a n essay o n Macbeth said h e knew what h e did w a s wrong but that h e didn't feel had about it. "Remorse," he said. "just slows you down."
John Bame, a Berkeley biophysics graduate student, wrote software he intended to help students peer-review each other's work. Instead, they were selling each other'spapers on the quad. So he rewrote the program to catch plagiarism. And now, t h a t program h a s become a booming business, with s o m e of t h e toniest n a m e s in public and private schools paying for its services! 7brnitin.com scans 10.000 papers a day, half of them from middle a n d high school students. One-third are plagiarized from the Web. And mof. B a m e says. come from high-achieving kids in topperforming schools. ! S t u d e n t s resbonded by shifting tactics. They began taking a I s e n t e n c e here, a ! ; p a r a g r a p h there, in w h a t Barrie calls "mosaic" plagiarism, T h e s f u d e n t s in Abeshouse's class need nor have relied solely o n SparkNotes. A quick Net search o n Henry J a m e s and The Turn of the Screw yields obscure essays such a s "A Ghost Story" or a "Delve into a Neurotic Mind?" Bame says T'urnitin.com's software can detect anything copied from the Net down to a n eight-word string. W h a t it won't catch is students w h o crib the i d e a s , n o t the words.
One Maryland high school student w a s stuck on the Hamlet paper d u e in her AP lit class. So s h e went to the Internet and found the perfect essay from a site that offered "I took a aood idea that i them for free. "I took a good idea . . . 1 s that wrong?'' I And took credit for it." s h e wrote
in an e-mail. "Is that wrong?" Well, yes. "If all a student h a s done is taken big quotes or paraphrased and more or less pasted together others' opinions, by academic standards. that's plagiarism." Abeshouse says.
questions, and brlngs In witnesses of hts OW (tncludtng characrer wrnesses to \,ouch (or hts Inner goodness) Then the accused leaves and the Honor Council deliberates. Ir needs a unanimous verdtcr of gu~lry ro convict; il there is a conviction the council then dectdes on a sanctton. The sanctions tend to be mild, sometimes merely requiring the student to actually do the work he or she was supposed to d o in the hrst place. but could ~nclude an F lor the course or even expulsion. Even then the sanction doesn't always srick because the relevant associare dean is permitted to reduce sentences It's an unsatlsfacrory system, disl~ked by many of the faculty, including me. Why? First because it prevents cases from ever being cleared up qutckly. Because cheating is common the Honor Council is overworked, so cases are often pending for weeks or even months at a time. When the cheating takes place at the end ol term, in final papers pr final exams, the council members and cheaters $1 have gone, or are ih the midst of gomg, home for vacation so a hearing cannot be scheduled until the next semester. That's bad enough. but even worse is midsemtster cheaung, In those cases the student and professor continue to meet In every class session while the case awaits a hearing, each of [hem feeling aggrieved by the other. Students sometimes spread the word that thky've been accused, and allege that the professor is prejudiced against them. I t poisons the mood ol [rust and purposefulness that normally makes teaching and leamtng such a mutual pleasure.
The second weakness of this system is that the accused sometimes turns the hearing Into an inqu~sition against the accusing professor. Il the professor doesn'r have tenure i t becomes a real ordeal-she feels she's the one on rrial, even though she merely dtd what she was supposed to do And stnce she is only in the room to glve her evtdence. she is unable to relute allegations made againsr her. behind her back, by rhe accused.
The rhtrd weakness is that the system, run by students, often lets the gutlty get away w t h i t by mistake. The student members of the Honor Council whom 1 have known have been a conscientious bunch, doing the best they can. But I've had several of them tn class, and know thar they cannot always spot obvious cases of plagiarism because they lack the necessary skill and experience as wrirers. Sirn~larly, the evidence Papers an[: Piagianst?~ 5 89 brought to them by sctence and mathemattcs pi-ofessors IS somenmes too technical [or them to grasp.
The resulr IS cynicism on all sides Most prolessors 1 know s~mply deal with cheattng cases on their own. reluctant to undergo the ordeal that follows from reporting a case In doing so they're technicaliy vlolatIng the honor code themselves, but alter getting burned a couple oi times when they tried to do the right thing tliey've drawn the appropriate conclusion Their own sanctions vary widely, wirh the resulr thar no two cases of cheating get treated in quite the same way lt's a far cry from places like the milijaiy academies, the University of Vtrgtnia. or Washington and Lee uni+rsity, where honor is a cenrral preoccupation. and where the only sanction for wolattng the honor code is expulsion, and where appeals take the form of a solemn publlc hearing that all members of the commun/ty can attend.
In history courses is the commonest form of cheattng I t takes various forms, and has changed with recent technological advances, but the reasons for i t have stayed more or less the same Some students plagiarize because rhey are lazy. lt's easy to get a book on the subject of yourpaper, [hiti just copy out a few paragraphs and save rhe otherwise strenuous labor of researching. planning, and writlng the paper as assigned. The really lazy ones can't even be bothered to find a book different from those assigned by the professor, and they are correspondingly easy to catch. The tough ones are s a y enough ro explore rhe library and hnd a book that's a little oif the beaten track Soiiie scSjecrs are small enough that a decenr professor is always going to know the likely places [c? look Orher subjects, such as the Amerlcan Civil War and rhe French Revolution are so massive, and the literature on them so extensive. that it's g a n g to be harder to find the source One of the worst feellngs 1 ger as a teacher cornes from :ead:ng a paper by a srudcnr wl~ose work has shown him rhroughout the semester to 5~ idle and weak, realizing that i t is plagiarized bur being unable to recognize the source. The telltale sign is that the wrtting is much too accomplished, the analysts roo cogenr, and the vocabulary too rich. Students who prev~ously couldn't get agreement of verb tenses in a sentence and didn't know how to use apostrophes are nor suddenly gotng to write resonant prose full of artful sustatned metaphors and sl~illful analogies . I r can take hours and hours of l~b r a~y research to find the sourcc oi 90 B Chapier 7 the ct~eat~ng-often you never do discover l t because the plagiarist has shrewdly held onto the library's only copy o f the book thtoughout the grading period Without the actual source, the Honor Council wll not convict, even when the internal evidence is ovenvhelm~ng. Once, when 1 was faculty advisor to the Honor Council, we were reviewing such a case. I said to [he accused student, "Define [he word hegemony for me." She could not do so. "What made you use thls word, whose meaning you d~d not know, in your paper?" "Er . . . i t just sounded r~ght in the context." she said. "1 see. What does proleiarianization mean?" "lt means hawng a lot of children." "Oh! Why did you use rhat word since your paper has nothlng to do w t h children?" The verdict from [he Honor Counc~l was . . not guilty.
Another form of lazy plaglarlsm comes from students who belong LO fraternities and soronties, which keep files of papers from all their members' courses. Stor~es circulate among professors about papers that have appeared in their courses year after year, unchanged. The way LO forestall [his kind of plagiarism is nor ro assign [he same questlon twce. The trick IS to make I I almost more trouble for the students to cheat than to actually d o what they are supposed to do. You're still not exempt from the frat paper I've heard lots of times about students just look~ng for the closest key word In the frat file and handing in the same old stuff, often b e z n~g on!y c h~ faintest and most distant resemblance to the questlon asked.
A thlrd form of lazy plagiarism is [he straight copy, which pairs of friends quite often atrempt. In a big class, say forty students or more, thls is a method that sometimes works. I f the professor reads the first of two den tical papers seventh our or forty, and rhe second thirty-fifth out of forty, he's unlikely to make the match. Thls is particularly true if one of the two students nclualiy wroie ihe paper. If I[ IS plagiarized from a published source Its hlgh quality 1s golng ro make 11 susplcious, but if it's wntten in rhe usual student way, only a professor with almost superhuman powers of alertness is going to make the match. One of the difficulties in grading a batch of papers (all in answer to the same quesrion) is thar the stumbling, ungrammarical mess of one blurs into [he fumbllng unenlightened mess of the next. "Much head shaking and coffee drinking IS needed to keep clear where one stopped and the next srarted, Papers artd Plagiclnsrn 3 91 even though you gave the hrst one a grade and wrote some oT the usual comments on ir before turnlng to the next.
1 had a srraight-copy p l a g~a r~s m case a couple of years ago, w t h an unusual angle. One student had been In the big computer lab writ~ng her paper. She left the computer on and rhe file open for a few mlnutes whtle she wenr LO the bathroom, and another member of the course. who had a work-study job at the lab, walked by and notlced the subject of the writlng on-screen Having fallen behind w~t h her own work she selzed her opportunity and pressed the print button. She was craf:y enough to stick In her own lntroductIon and ~oncluslon, but rhe twelve substanrive paragraphs of the paper were entiCely the hrst student's wrltlng. As l t happened. 1 read them with only one other paper interven~ng The force was strong w~t h me that day and I had a vivid sense of deja vu, flipped back from the, second to the first paper, and beheld the Identical paragraphs. At that srage I didn'r know which of the two of them was the aurhor and which the copier, or whether the two of them had collaborated. T h~s was the m~d d l e of the semesrer and 1 feared the worst-a long delay. Even so I reporred the case to the Honor Councll. When It came tlme to glve back the papers to the whole group. 1 followed my usual practice of handing rhem out at the end of class as the students were leaving. The two students in question were therefore left in the room afrer everyone else had gone. When they asked for their papers all 1 was allowed to say was, "1 have handed them over to the Honor Counc11 and I'm nor aiiowed to discuss i[ w.!h you.'' Both made vehement protestations of Innocence and both conrinued to come to class lr's tough rlyng to Ignore something ltke that. and 1 felt queasy evely time 1 saw rhem. After a week, however, [he cheater's nerve broke and she admitted to the other student, and then to the Honor Councll representatlve, what she had done. She was given an Honor Councll F Tor the course and I saw her no more The other, fully exonerated, went on [o get a decent grade, leaving me wlth a sense of shame for havlng doubted her.
Not all cases have such a tidy solutlon. A student who had been In one of my introductory classes had done badly To my d~s m a y he showed u p the next semester in my enwronmenral hlstory course He was never willlng or able to volunteer a remark, never understood whar he had read, was hopeless at reading aloud, and showed every slgn o l indifference and distraction. He could spend an enure hour picking at the frayed edge of h~s sweater, w~rhout gianc~ng up or showing a n y sign of awareness that educational activities were golng on around him. Halfway through the term he disappeared for two weeks When he showed up again after six consecutive absences, I asked him to stay behind for a moment after class. "Where have you been?" "Something really horrible happened, and 1 had to go home and spend a while with my mother." "Oh, dear, whar was [hat?" "1 woke u p one morning and found there was a worm on my leg " Further questions elicited reassuring Information; the worm was not poisonous and had not harmed h~m in any way except by acrually b e~n g there. But, he s a~d , i r had "grossed him out" so much that he lost h~s abtliry to work and could hardly bring himself to go back into h~s apartment. Mom, in Tuscaloosa, was the alternative 1 c h~w~e d him along and tned to help h~m catch up with the work he had missed. That term, to avoid the monotony ol reading thirty versions of the same paper, 1 had invited the srudents to choose any issue in American env~ronmental history on which to research and w l t e t h e~r final papers, subject only to checking In w t h me that their topic was suitable The potheads in the group had chosen the histo~y of hemp, as usual, and [he rest had singled out a wtde variety of differenr topics, bur t h~s chap s a~d he lusr couldn't think of anyth~ng. "Would you," sald I , "like me to suggest a topic?" "Yes," said he. So 1 asked him ro write about the history of wind-generated electric power and its early technical development. I gave him the titles of a few books and artjcles he could read on rhe subject t o o When the paper came in, howhuer, i t carried all [he telltale signs. Marvelously well-written paragraphs,, packed wirh accurate technical information. filled page after page, and all of it sounded farn~l~ar 1 went to the library and got one of the books 1 had assigned. There were all those paragraphs. exactly as written in the paper.
"Can 1 bear to turn 11 over to the Honor Council?" 1 wondered. No, I
I couldn't bear lr instead 1 called him In agaln and s a~d . '\Look. you've copied out nearly all t h~s paper from the book." He looked straight into ' I my eyes, not In a challenging way but just in a matter-of-fact, bus~ness-
)
as-usual way. and said. "Yes, 1 did." "But that's plaglarism. It's forb~dden by the university honor code. I can't accept thls work ahd I ought to hand you aver ro the Honor Counc~l Why did you do I:?" "Well, t h~s Papet-s and Plag~arisn~ a 93 guy knows far more about the subject than me'" (also said w~rhout a n y sense of Incongrulty or shame) I said he would have to do rhe asslgnnient properly, read a variety of sources, t h~n k over t h e~r ~mpi~carions. and create a historical narrative based on what he had learned. He was indignant, "What?! Do the paper again?! I'm a graduat~ng senior" "You haven't done 11 once yer." "Oh, don't be ridiculous None of my other professors have ever done this to me " I thought that was a remarkable adniiss~on-lndicati~ng that he hadn't treated only my assignment ch~s way but did i t rout~nely. W~t h much 111 grace and complain~ng he went off, did the assignment, and handed in a thoroughly ~nfel-lor-piece of work, whose badness assured me that it really was h~s .
He got the lowest ?a{slng grade and gave me a kill~ng look when 1 happenecl to catcll sight of him on graduation day.
All these were, In a sense. cases of plagiarism Induced by laziness.
Another form is greed-plagiarism, in which students are so hungry for A's on [heir transcripts that they leave nothing to chance and present rhe work of orhers, cleverer than themselves, as though they had wl-ltten i t They can be rough to carch because they're o f r~n intell~gent and mot\-vated, albe~t In a d~shonest way. Occasionally they even intersperse the~r own sentences w~t h those they have copied out, to throw the bloodhounds off t h e~r scent.
Finally come the hopeless cases, students who are In over their heads and don't really know how to write a paper but are too embarrassed to ask Tor he help :hey cb\iol~sly need. 1 had the lob of supervising one in 1995, while she did an internsh~p with a brokerage company 1 told her that ro get credit for the ~n t e r n s h~p she would have to wrire a h~storlcal research paper related to rhe work she had been d o~n g . Her company rraded wlrh Mex~co, so, afrer much uncertainty and to-ing and fro-ing. she decided to write on the negotiat~on of the North Amer~can Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) back in the early 1990s. 
